
I owe my life to a 
clerical assistant
who created the rota for the ambulance crew who arrived at work on the evening  
I had my near-fatal accident when a kind stranger rang the 999 operator who sent  
the paramedic who kept me alive with an oxygen mask that had been thoroughly  
checked that morning by a rapid response unit assessor so I could breathe all the  
way to a hospital porter who whisked me straight into the operating theatre where a  
team of theatre practitioners, doctors, nurses and anaesthetists worked carefully  
to repair my shattered cheekbone and stop the bleeding on my brain so that the  
plaster technicians could set the casts that the brilliant healthcare assistant  
found amusing when I regained consciousness and couldn’t work out what  
was covering half my face.
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who organised the care plan my lovely social worker Debbie made for me after my hip 
operation which led to my occupational therapist coming round to look for ways to make 
my home safer for me and recommending a visit from a council technician who attached 
a handrail to the stairs – he was so considerate and made sure he fixed it at just the right 
height – it was so nice of you all to go to so much trouble and I must also thank my  
wonderful home care worker Stephanie who checks in on me every day –  
it really does mean the world to me to be back in my own home.

I can live at home thanks  
to an office co-ordinator
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I started my career with 
the help of a caretaker
who checked over the youth centre every week and spotted the faulty fuse box that was fixed 
the morning that a school careers advisor took me to meet the youth centre manager who 
showed me around and got chatting to me about computers when I told him that it was the  
one thing I was good at so he introduced me to the youth worker who got me into  
evening classes in IT which gave me the skills to apply to get on a course at college –  
even though I didn’t have great school grades – where the college ICT technician  
taught me just how much I could achieve when I set my mind to it and arranged  
for some work experience where I impressed them enough to give me my  
first job so I can now proudly say that I’m a junior software developer.
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I got over my job interview 
nerves thanks to a 
logistics driver
who delivered a replacement ethernet cable to the friendly IT assistant who got the 
computer back online at my local library where the area manager had arranged a job 
confidence session – just when I was starting to worry about heading back out to work  
– which the library manager encouraged me to sign up for where the brilliant  
employment advisor helped me overcome my nerves and put my CV together  
while my daughter Eva got stuck in to the summer reading challenge run by the  
library assistant – so that Eva is more confident at school and I’m more  
confident at work.
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I can sleep easier at night  
thanks to a press officer
working for the police who put out a call for witnesses to my assault which led to a member of 
the public coming forward – even though they were nervous at first until a witness care officer 
reassured them and encouraged them to give an interview to a statement taker which gave  
a police officer the lead she needed to make an arrest after the fingerprints found by the 
crime scene investigator were matched to the suspect’s by a fingerprint expert who  
sent their evidence to a file preparation assistant who put a criminal case together which 
led to the prosecution of my assailant – who is now being supervised by a probation officer 
working alongside a victim liaison officer to ease my mind day and night.
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by making sure that every last corner of the school kitchen was spotlessly 
spick and span before the kitchen assistant unpacked the day’s food  
into the larder which the school business manager had budgeted for so 
that the school cooks could prepare the lasagne that Chloe loves to wolf  
down in time to get to her special lunchtime maths top-up session run by  
the teaching assistant who has really helped her catch up with her 
classmates this term and given her the confidence to show off her five  
times table to the midday supervisors who now tell me that Chloe is  
always singing ‘one five is five...’ to them.

A cleaner helped teach 
my Chloe her times table
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